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Three Dimensions of Pitched Instrument
Onset Detection
André Holzapfel, Yannis Stylianou, Member, IEEE, Ali C. Gedik, and Barıs¸ Bozkurt
Abstract—In this paper, we suggest a novel group delay based
method for the onset detection of pitched instruments. It is pro-
posed to approach the problem of onset detection by examining
three dimensions separately: phase (i.e., group delay), magnitude
and pitch. The evaluation of the suggested onset detectors for
phase, pitch and magnitude is performed using a new publicly
available and fully onset annotated database of monophonic
recordings which is balanced in terms of included instruments
and onset samples per instrument, while it contains different
performance styles. Results show that the accuracy of onset
detection depends on the type of instruments as well as on the
style of performance. Combining the information contained in
the three dimensions by means of a fusion at decision level leads
to an improvement of onset detection by about 8% in terms of
F-measure, compared to the best single dimension.
Index Terms—Automatic music transcription, group delay,
music information retrieval, onset detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
I MAGINE yourself being in the audience of a folk musicconcert. A violin player starts playing a popular dancing
tune, people start moving their feet to the rhythm. Then a guitar
starts playing and people begin to clap their hands. The neces-
sary condition that enables the human being to behave in this
way is his ability to perceive the starting points of the musical
notes. Onset detection, the detection of the starting instant of
an event in a signal, is an extensively studied topic in various
domains of signal processing. Musical onset detection, the de-
tection of the starting point of a musical note transient [1], is one
of the sub-domains with a very large literature. Various methods
have been proposed, evaluations are taking place [2], and tuto-
rials are available [1], [3].
The main challenge in a musical onset detection problem is to
build a robust algorithm that can detect onsets of various types
of signals, i.e., the notes of the tune played by the violin player
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as well as the accompaniment played by the guitar. Considering
also the variations in musical styles (classical, pop, jazz to folk
music, etc.,) and performance styles (playing with a pick, finger
picking, ornamentation styles in folk musics, etc.) the variability
is so large that it is problematic and time-consuming to collect
a representative data set and to evaluate various methods com-
paratively.
The algorithmic steps of an onset detection system are as fol-
lows.
1) Preprocessing of the audio signal (the raw time-series
data).
2) Computation of an onset strength signal (OSS), which is
mainly a parameter time-series at a sampling frequency
lower than that of the audio signal. The term OSS has been
used in [4], while OSS are referred to as novelty function
in [5] and as detection functions in [1].
3) Detection of transients in the OSS usually using a peak-
picking algorithm [1].
The preprocessing is an optional step as in many other
signal processing applications. The most common form of
preprocessing used for musical onset detection is sub-band or
multi-band decomposition. Most of the studies using multi-band
processing, approach the problem in a similar fashion: dividing
the signal into sub-bands, estimating OSS for each sub-band,
combining either at the OSS level or the onset decision level to
achieve a final decision for the onsets [6]–[10]. It is reported
that the robustness is improved by using such methodology [7].
The core of the design of the onset detection system is the
OSS estimation part for which a large variety of methods exist.
Comprehensive reviews of these methods are available in [1],
[3] and [11].
One type of approach for OSS computation is the use of tem-
poral feature variations such as the time-domain amplitude en-
velope of the signal [12], short-time energy [6] or its variants
[13]. These relatively old approaches are successful for pro-
cessing clean recordings of instruments with percussive char-
acter; however, they have problems in processing, for example,
bowed instrument sounds where musical note change does not
always imply a sudden change in the energy or amplitude. An-
other common approach for OSS computation is the use of spec-
tral features since spectrograms of recordings very often reveal
clear visual clues of the onset locations. Due to the difficul-
ties involved in phase processing, amplitude processing is much
more common in spectral methods. Spectral flux, the amplitude
spectra difference computed for consecutive frames using var-
ious distance functions (L-1 norm, L-2 norm, Kullback–Leibler
distance, etc.), is used in many studies due to the simplicity of
1558-7916/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE
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computation and robustness in detection of onsets of pitched-
percussive sounds, for example in [9], [14], [11], [3].
Although less common, phase processing is also used for
OSS computation. In [15] a phase-based OSS is presented for
the first time. Their approach is based on the segmentation of a
signal into transient and steady-state (TSS) frame-by-frame de-
tecting fast instantaneous frequency changes. In [16], the pre-
vious phase based approach is improved by using a mean abso-
lute phase deviation function or alternatively a difference func-
tion on the complex Fourier coefficients from consecutive short-
time frames. Phase-based OSS are used in combination with en-
ergy-based detection functions in a number of other studies [9],
[11], [3].
However, computing reliable phase deviation information (or
similarly a complex Fourier coefficients deviation) from consec-
utive frames is problematic. The main problem is the phase un-
wrapping operation or window synchronization [17]. It has been
shown in various studies ([17]–[19]) that a large number of very
high jumps in the phase slope (i.e., the—negative—group delay
function) of audio signals exist due to zeros of the z-transform
closely located around the unit circle. Steiglitz and Dickinson
[20] have shown that the roots of the z-transform of a short-time
signal tend to be evenly distributed in angle and tightly clustered
near the unit circle as the degree of the polynomial (length of the
time domain signal) increases. Hence, zeros of the z-transform
for 20–30 ms short-time audio signals are clustered around the
unit circle resulting in many spikes in the phase slope [17]. This
leads to the conclusion that reliable phase processing is very
difficult to achieve unless certain synchronization rules (such
as pitch synchronization in speech processing) are applied. The
alternative to the direct usage of phase information is the pro-
cessing of either some modified version of the group delay [21]
or the average of group delay which can be used for detection
of events like glottal closure instants (GCIs) [22], [23]. The av-
erage group delay has been applied for other types of transient
detections as well, for example in the detection of clicks from
marine mammals in [24]. Because detecting onsets in music is
a transient detection problem as well, phase information can be
used in a similar way as in click or GCI detection.
As the first contribution of this paper a new onset detection
method is proposed. This method is based on processing the av-
erage of the group delay function which will be referred to as
phase slope function. The derivative of phase along time is re-
ferred to as instantaneous frequency, and has been used in [15],
among others, for onset detection. In this paper, the usage of
group delay will be proposed, which is the derivative of phase
along frequency. It is interesting to note that the observations
made on phase plane plots in [25] showed that onsets appear
more clearly when computing the derivative of the phase over
frequency than over time. However, these observations were not
developed further into any onset detection system. Recently, an
onset detection method based on group delay was shown in [26]
to improve the performance of beat tracking in music with little
percussive content.
Another type of approach which specifically targets improve-
ment of onset detection for non-percussive sounds is the usage
of the fundamental frequency or pitch of the signal [27]. In [11],
it was shown that previously presented approaches based on
spectral features perform worse for pitched non-percussive than
for pitched percussive sounds.
Onset detection is therefore performed using spectral ampli-
tude, phase, and pitch information. These three features or cues
define therefore a three-dimensional space.1 We suggest that a
human makes use of all these dimensions of the space for onset
detection and the importance of each dimension (weight) de-
pends on the type of musical signal. Thus, the second major con-
tribution of this paper, beside the usage of group delay for onset
detection, will be an appropriate combination of the informa-
tion contained in these three dimensions. So far, only amplitude
and phase information have been combined in various studies
(for example [28]), where the phase information considers the
instantaneous frequency changes and not the group delay as pro-
posed in this paper. In [29], depending on the type of signal, ei-
ther an energy based or a pitch-based detector is applied. In [30],
statistical models are built for different features (MFCC, LPC
coefficients and others), and the decisions derived from the dif-
ferent models are combined to a single decision function. To the
best of our knowledge, it has not been tried yet to combine the
three dimensions of pitch, spectral amplitude and phase in order
to get an improved onset detector. In this paper, a combination
of the decisions derived from the three individual dimensions
(decision fusion) is proposed. This simple combination works
without training complex statistical models for the feature dis-
tributions like in [30], and can easily be improved or extended
by either changing one of the OSS or by adding a new one.
In order to determine the performance of different OSS, it
is necessary to study the three feature dimensions and their fu-
sion on a large enough dataset that is publicly available. The
lack of common databases of pitched instruments is an impor-
tant obstacle for further improvement. Thus, the third major
contribution of this study is the compilation of such a publicly
available database, and studying the above mentioned three di-
mensions on this dataset. Despite the fact that signal charac-
teristics (hence the onset detection performance) vary largely
for different types of instruments, very few studies include per-
formance styles or instruments of traditional forms of music
in their databases (for example in [31] and [32]). In our data-
base, we intentionally include traditional Turkish music instru-
ments (ud, tanbur, ney, and kemençe) to also study variations
between western and non-western music. As a result, a data set
containing a diverse set of pitched instruments is available for
the evaluation of onset detection systems. The data set will be
provided to interested researchers on request to the first author.
The content of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the data used for evaluation of the onset detection.
Section III describes the computation of the three OSS for mag-
nitude, phase slope, and fundamental frequency, along with the
applied fusion method. Section IV gives details of the measures
that are applied to evaluate the accuracy of the onset detec-
tion, that is obtained by applying the peak picking detailed in
Section V to the proposed OSS. Section VI presents the experi-
mental results, and Section VII concludes the paper.
1we use the term “dimension” freely without its formal definition
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TABLE I
MAIN DATASET DETAILS (1)
II. DATA SET
In order to evaluate the performance of a musical instrument
onset detector, an annotated dataset is necessary. Although in re-
cent years many publications have treated the problem of onset
detection, experiments are usually performed on small datasets
with uneven class distributions [1], or on datasets containing
samples with several instruments playing at the same time. No
sufficiently large onset annotated dataset of different pitched
musical instruments is publicly available. Such a dataset would
make fundamental research on the accuracy of onset detection
techniques feasible. For this paper, a dataset as described in
Table I has been compiled, which will be referred to as the main
data set (MS) in the following. Non-pitched percussive instru-
ments, such as drums and percussions, have not been included
in this data set as their onsets can be considered easy to detect,
for example by using criteria derived from their energy envelope
[1]. Since for onset detection the characteristic of the excitation
is a crucial point, the instruments have been grouped into the fol-
lowing classes according to this aspect: pitched-percussive in-
struments (guitar, ud, piano and tanbur), wind instruments (clar-
inet, ney, saxophone and trumpet) and bowed string instruments
(cello, kemençe and violin). All samples are monophonic. We
also tried each of the above classes to be represented by a sim-
ilar number of samples and instruments. Furthermore, besides
the choice of instruments commonly used in western music, also
instruments of Turkish music are included (kemençe, ney, ud,
and tanbur). This enables us to compare the influence of the
musical style on the accuracy of onset detection systems. The
Turkish music examples were chosen in order to select samples
that are representative for the style of performance but that do
not contain many notes at which hand annotation would have
been too error-prone. This restriction has been found to be nec-
essary due to the style of performance encountered in this music,
which at some point complicates the differentiation between on-
sets and vibrato or other effects. For annotating new samples
the procedure described in [33] was adapted: the first and the
third author of the paper did the annotations, while the fourth
author corrected the results. Correcting the annotations means
that it was only possible to delete annotations, and not to add
new annotations. Each change in the correction process, except
of a deletion, had to be discussed with the annotator. In this way
2http://www.speech.kth.se/wavesurfer/
TABLE II
DEVELOPMENT DATASET DETAILS (2)
cross-checked annotations were compiled for all the dataset. For
the annotation the wavesurfer2 software was used. Spectrogram,
waveform and the F0 curves were used simultaneously to locate
the onsets that were perceived in the sample.
Beside the data in MS as presented in Table I, 21 more sam-
ples of the instruments guitar, ud, piano, and violin were onset
annotated. These files were used for parameter evaluations and
development, and therefore this data set will be referred to as
Development Set (DS) in the following sections. DS contains
674 onsets; see Table II for details. In the overall number of 78
samples that are contained in the main data set and in the de-
velopment set, eight samples from the data set used in [33] are
included, which contained an instrument listed in Table I (one
file for cello, clarinet, piano, saxophone, trumpet, and violin,
and two files for guitar).
Note that the focus of this paper lies on evaluating onset
detection methods on monophonic pitched musical instrument
sounds. Therefore, we recall that all the 78 collected samples
of MS an DS contain only one instrument each. The data sets
used in [33] and in [1] contain samples with several instruments
playing together, which is referred to as complex mixture in [1].
In order to get a broader perspective, the complex mixture sam-
ples from these two publications were combined to a data set
of thirteen complex mixture samples with an overall number of
498 onsets. This data will be referred to as complex mixture data
set (CMS).
III. ONSET STRENGTH SIGNALS
As detailed above, it is the goal of this paper to evaluate three
characteristics of musical instrument signals for their efficiency
in onset detection: phase spectra (in terms of the phase slope
function), magnitude spectra, and fundamental frequency con-
tour. For this, the audio waveforms at a sampling frequency of
44.1 kHz are used to derive onset strength signals (OSS), which
are expected to have local maxima at the samples which are re-
lated to musical onsets in the waveform. These OSS are com-
puted using the sampling frequency of Hz (5.7 ms).
This sampling frequency guarantees a temporal solution which
is equal to the minimal distance at which two sound events can
be perceived separately, which was found to be at most 10 ms
in [34].
A. Phase Slope
A signal can be described in frequency domain by its
Fourier transform , with denoting fre-
quency and being the amplitude spectrum and being
the phase spectrum. The basic motivation for using the phase
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Fig. 1. (a) Unitary sample sequence delayed by 200 samples. (b) The group
delay function of the signal in (a). (c) A minimum phase signal with an oscil-
lation at   . (d) The group delay function of the signal in (c). (a) Sample, (b)
Frequency (rad), (c) Sample, (d) Frequency (rad).
spectrum of a signal for onset detection arises from prop-
erties of the group delay which is defined as
(1)
The group delay of a delayed unit sample sequence
is . This holds because has the
Fourier Transform with the phase component
. Computing its derivative regarding frequency
(i.e., the group delay) results in . This means
that computing the average value of the group delay results in a
value equal to the temporal distance between the center of the
analysis window (at zero) and the position of the impulse (at
). This holds in general for the output of a minimum phase
system excited by a delayed unit sample sequence as shown in
[22]. Two simple examples are depicted in Fig. 1. The upper two
panels (a) and (b) show the delayed unit sample sequence and
its group delay, respectively. In the lower two panels in Fig. 1,
the sequence shown in panel (a) is convolved with a minimum
phase system, resulting in the signal shown in (c) and the corre-
sponding group delay shown in (d). Note that in (d), the average
of the group delay is again equal to the displacement between
analysis window and the delay of the unit sample sequence. The
peaks that appear in (d) are caused by the poles of the minimum
phase system. Computing the average group delay, the influence
of these poles disappears. This basic observation leads to the as-
sumption that the onset of a note played by an instrument can
be determined using group delay, because an instrument can
be sometimes considered as a minimum phase system excited
by an impulse. This impulse can be caused by, for example, a
hammer, a bow, or the finger of a guitar player. An exception
to this model is for example a violin player changing the left
hand position while not changing the excitation, i.e., the move-
ment of the bow. It is important to note that in [24] it has been
shown that impulses can be detected with little impact of their
Fig. 2. (a) Sequence of impulses of constant amplitude and the associated phase
slope function using long (dashed line) and short (dash-dotted line) window. (b)
A sequence of impulses with linearly time varying amplitudes and the associ-
ated phase slope function using long (dashed line) and short (dash-dotted line)
window. (a) Sample (b) Sample.
actual amplitude by using group delay. Furthermore, it has been
shown in [26] and [24], that onset (click) detectors based on the
group delay are robust to additive noise as well. This means that
even onsets that cannot be observed at all in magnitude can be
detected using group delay.
In order to get a meaningful descriptor for onset strength from
group delay as depicted in (1), the negative of its average is de-
termined at each position of the analysis window. This value
corresponds to the negative of the slope of the phase spectrum
of the examined signal, and will thus be referred to as the phase
slope . In Fig. 2, the dashed lines show sequences of phase
slopes obtained when shifting analysis windows over the de-
picted signals. It can be observed that at all points where the
center of the analysis window coincides with the position of an
impulse, the phase slope has a positive zero crossing. In Fig. 2,
changing the length of the analysis window from signal period
(long window) to a length shorter than the signal period (short
window) does not affect this property of the phase slope. Also,
as it was mentioned before, the efficiency of the phase slope
function is not affected by the amplitude of the onset as it is
clearly shown in 2(b). Thus, the fundamental idea is to detect
the onsets of musical instruments by determining the positions
of the positive zero crossings of the phase slope. Details on the
computation of the slope function can be found in [24].
As observed already in [26], group delay cannot be used in
such a straightforward way when dealing with music signals.
Specifically, it was found in [26] that the group delay had to be
computed in several frequency bands separately, while a selec-
tion of zero crossings was necessary. In this paper, parameters
like the number of bands or criteria for the zero crossing se-
lection are determined using only the development data set DS
described in Table II.
The block diagram in Fig. 3 shows the processing steps for the
computation of the phase slope onset strength signal (PS OSS).
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the PS OSS computation.
The first processing block consists of the computation of the
short-time Fourier transform (STFT) of the signal
(2)
where hop size is set to 5.6 ms in order to achieve the sam-
pling frequency Hz. The window length of the
applied Hanning window has been set to . In order to
apply the FFT algorithm the signal is zero padded. Note that
in the context of the beat tracking task presented in [26], the
analysis window length had been set to . It was found that
reducing the window size to leads to an improved Recall
rate, which means that more of the annotated onsets get de-
tected, while the number of false positives slightly increased.
The second processing block contains the computation of group
delays. To avoid the problems of unwrapping the phase spec-
trum of the signal for the computation of group delay, it is com-
puted as in [35]
(3)
where
are, respectively, the STFT of and in analysis frame
, respectively.
In the third processing block, each frequency bin in
the group delay vector is median-filtered in time:
for . This
ninth-order median filtering is necessary due to the presence of
many instruments with soft onsets in the dataset. It has been
observed that especially for bowed string instruments onsets
have a temporal extent of up to 50 ms, which is about the length
of the median filter at the sampling period of 5.6 ms. Thus, this
value represents an upper bound for the precision achievable
on this data set. Next, the group delay vectors are divided into
21 non-overlapping frequency bands, as proposed in [8]. This
transition to bandwise processing is indicated by dashed lines
in Fig. 3. In each band, the negative of the median of the group
delay values is determined, resulting in phase
slope values for each frame . The exact number of
bands was found to be uncritical, if this is chosen to be bigger
than 5. Also, dividing the bands as proposed in [8] leads to
a linear division for low frequencies. This was found to be
crucial, because choosing for example logarithmic frequency
bands causes the group delays of the lower bands to contain too
few coefficients, and the medians are too noisy in these bands.
Fig. 4. Phase slope computed from the third band of a guitar signal.
As mentioned in [26], in each band the selection of zero cross-
ings is necessary. In Fig. 4, the phase slope computed in the
third band of a guitar signal is shown, along with the manually
annotated onsets depicted as impulses. It can be observed that
the phase slope has some spurious zero crossings, for example
short after sample 100. It was observed that accepting only the
positive zero crossings that are surrounded by large oscillations
improves the accuracy of the detection. Such oscillations can
easily be detected by thresholding, as shown by the dotted lines
in Fig. 4. The positive threshold was determined by the mean
of the absolute values of the phase slope for a whole sample;
the negative threshold was simply the negative of this value. A
positive zero-crossing is selected if the minimum and the max-
imum amplitude of the phase slope function, before and after
the zero-crossing, respectively, pass the corresponding thresh-
olds. Note that this way in the example shown in Fig. 4, there is
no false positive detection. There are two missed onsets (at sam-
ples 384 and 609), because the phase slope has no peaks before
and after these zero-crossings that cross the dotted threshold
line. Different values of the threshold and the usage of adap-
tive thresholding have been tried, but the presented method was
found to be sufficient. The next processing block in Fig. 3 is
the goodness computation: for each of the above selected posi-
tive zero crossings, a value is assigned that denotes how much
confidence can be given that this zero crossing coincides with
an onset. In the context of speech excitation in [22], a method
was proposed that measures the deviation of the computed phase
slope from an ideal one (i.e., straight line). This approach was
evaluated but a simpler solution was found: the confidence value
is set to the value of the derivative of the phase slope in the
vicinity of the zero crossing. High value of this derivative sig-
nifies high confidence. The output of this final block for the th
analysis window is the confidence level vector , that con-
tains either the value zero in the th band, when no zero crossing
was selected, or the computed confidence value for this zero
crossing. The final onset strength signal PS OSS is then com-
puted by summing over the 21 bands: PS OSS
.
B. Spectral Flux
Spectral Flux (SF) is based on the detection of sudden positive
energy changes in the signal which indicate attack parts of new
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notes. Mainly there are two kinds of spectral flux OSS based on
L1-norm and L2-norm as presented as follows:
(4)
(5)
where is the half-wave rectifier function,
and is the STFT of the signal with 5.6-ms hop size
and a window length of 46 ms. For the experiments in this
paper, the L1-norm SF is used, because in [3] it was shown that
L1-norm outperforms L2-norm. The accuracy of onset detection
using SF OSS and its computational simplicity were presented
in [1], [3].
C. Fundamental Frequency Change
Considering the fact that note onsets are often difficult to ob-
serve in the amplitude in the case of pitched non-percussive in-
struments, it was decided to evaluate an additional onset strength
signal. When playing for example a bowed string instrument, it
is possible to create a new note onset by changing the position of
the finger on the fingerboard while keeping the excitation caused
by the bow constant. Because of the constant excitation, these
onsets will be difficult to be observed in the phase slope as well.
The only clear change is then the fundamental frequency (F0).
Thus, it was decided to compute an OSS using the F0 estima-
tions produced by the YIN algorithm [36].
At first, F0 estimations were calculated every ms. It is
common practice to use the cent unit (obtained by the division of
an octave into 1200 logarithmically equal partitions) for musical
F0 analysis. Most of the musical pitch perception studies use
this logarithmic measure of relative pitch which can be easily
computed by
(6)
where the reference frequency, the frequency of note lowest-C,
is Hz and is again the half
wave rectifier as introduced in (4). The application of the rec-
tifier sets all values smaller than to zero, including the points
were the YIN estimator did not compute any pitch (
Hz). The computed sequence of pitch values is checked at the
points where no F0 has been computed by YIN (i.e., ).
This is either the case in silence parts, or at unstationary parts
of the sound like instrument onsets. For this, a simple silence
detector was applied. Whenever missing pitch values coincide
with silence, the pitch was set to the pitch of the previous frames.
Otherwise, the missing pitch values were set to the next com-
puted pitch. This way, the robustness to silence parts and the
accuracy of the onset estimation was improved. An example for
this improvement is shown in Fig. 5: a typical example of the F0
estimation in the proximity of an onset for a cello signal. In this
Figure, the F0 change at sample 245 is related to an onset, but the
pitch estimator gives a correct F0 just after sample 260. In this
example, samples 245 to 260 are non-silent frames and the pitch
Fig. 5. F0 estimation for a cello sample before (bold) and after (dashed) si-
lence filter, onsets at positions marked with arrows (samples 202, 245, and 288,
respectively).
estimation is corrected, as shown by the dotted line, avoiding
one false detection at sample 260. The final onset strength signal
F0 OSS is computed from the silence-filtered F0 estimations
as
(7)
This difference curve will have positives peaks at the instants of
F0 changes. The magnitude of the peak depends on the change
of F0. The modulo operator was applied to prevent from octave
errors (note that 1200 cent is equivalent to an octave). The di-
vision by 600 normalizes the range of the F0 OSS from zero to
one.
D. Fusion
It can be assumed that using each of the three OSS, it is pos-
sible to detect different types of onsets: SF captures onsets that
are observable in magnitude change (hard onsets), F0 can detect
note changes that happen in presence of a constant excitation,
and PS can detect onsets that are characterized by the start of
an excitation but that are not detectable in amplitude (soft on-
sets). As it is desirable not to select the optimal detector man-
ually depending on the signal, a fusion of the three OSS can
combine their advantages. In experiments combining the fea-
tures to a three-dimensional space was tried (feature fusion), as
well as the linear combination of the features to a single dimen-
sional descriptor. Both approaches were not successful due to
the following reasons: The sparseness of the OSS (many zero
values) causes problems when trying to train classifiers in the
three-dimensional space. Apart from that, the onsets are not ex-
actly aligned in the three OSS: the beginning of an excitation
is detected by PS while the maximum change in energy will
be detected by SF, which happens typically with a temporal
delay. A simpler solution that avoids these traps is the fusion at
the decision level: Using each OSS separately onsets are deter-
mined. This results in three vectors: for each OSS, one decision
vector with sampling frequency is obtained that has value
one at the detected onsets and zero value elsewhere. By sum-
ming and smoothing these three vectors a fusion onset strength
signal (FUSE_OSS) is obtained. Onsets can then be defined by a
peak picking on FUSE_OSS. An example FUSE_OSS is shown
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Fig. 6. Example for the decision fusion using a ney sample. Dotted lines with
arrow markers show reference onset annotations, above the FUSE_OSS the po-
sitions of the onsets determined by F0_OSS, SF_OSS and PS OSS are marked.
in Fig. 6. The dashed impulses show the reference onset an-
notations. The positions of the onsets determined by F0_OSS,
SF_OSS and PS OSS are also marked. It can be seen that the re-
sulting FUSE_OSS has the largest maxima when all three OSS
detect an onset close to this point. When only one OSS detects
an onset this leads to a small amplitude in the FUSE_OSS, as
for example at samples 370 and 390, where the onsets have
only been detected by SF_OSS and F0_OSS, respectively. In
the example shown in Fig. 6 there is an improvement by using
the FUSE_OSS for onset detection. The general performance of
FUSE_OSS will be provided in Section VI.
IV. EVALUATION METHODS
In the MIREX onset detection evaluation, the F-measure of
the detection is computed as the main criterion. F-measure is
defined as
(8)
with Precision, , and Recall, , being computed from the
number of correctly detected onsets , the number of false
alarms , and the number of missed onsets as
(9)
According to the MIREX specifications, onsets are counted as
correct detections when they are within a window of
ms around the onset annotation. If there are several onset de-
tections in this tolerance window, only one is counted as true
positive, the others are counted as false positives (double de-
tections). If a detection is within the tolerance window of two
annotations one true positive and one false negative are counted
(merged onsets).
In order to get a more detailed description of the accuracy of
an onset detector, the threshold applied to the OSS in the peak
picking process (see Section V) can be varied in small steps.
This way precision and recall values can be obtained for
different threshold values, and P/R-curves are created by putting
Fig. 7. Schematic of peak picking.
R values on the abscissa and P values on the ordinate. This repre-
sentation has been proposed in the MIREX 2007 onset detection
evaluation as well. In P/R-diagrams, the best onset detector, in
terms of F-measure, is the one whose P/R-curve is closer to the
upper right corner of the diagram. Furthermore, given a fixed
threshold for the peak picking, the F-measures can be com-
puted for varying time tolerances , to get an impression of
how close the true detections are to the annotation in time. This
gives a second representation besides the P/R-curves: plotting
the F-measures over different tolerances in ms, which will be
referred to as F/T-curve.
V. PEAK PICKING
In order to determine the time instants of onsets from the OSS
described in Section III, the salient maxima in the OSS need to
be detected. As mentioned in [1], this process is of major signifi-
cance for the accuracy of the result. In Fig. 7 the basic blocks, as
described in [1], of a peak picking process are depicted. In order
to smoothen the onset strength signals they were filtered using
a Hanning window of short length. Normalization refers to the
subtraction of the means and the division by the variance of the
OSS (z-score). The low pass filter is a simple third-order FIR
filter with a cutoff frequency at . The adaptive threshold
is computed by applying a moving median filter to the OSS.
This threshold is then subtracted from the OSS to cancel dy-
namic changes. The length of the moving median filter was set
to 17 samples (97.1 ms). The peak picking is a simple selec-
tion of local maxima. The performance of the OSS depends
on the setting of a parameter , that defines the threshold that
a local maximum has to excess in order to be selected as an
onset. Threshold can be varied in small steps in order to create
the P/R-curves described in Section II. An optimum threshold
for an OSS can be obtained from the corresponding P/R-curve
by determining which threshold leads to the best F-measure.
Using this optimum threshold, the F/T-curves can be generated
by changing the desired tolerance.
For each of the three OSS, the peak picking has been opti-
mized by evaluating its accuracy according to the F-measure
described in (8) on the development set. The resulting optimum
peak picking procedure for the SF_OSS and F0_OSS are the
same as described in [1], except of the additional computation
of a smoothing (first block in Fig. 7) which is not mentioned in
[2] as crucial; however, we found that this smoothing improved
our results and therefore it was decided to include it. The length
of the applied Hanning window was 51 ms. This degrades the
possible resolution in time, but as detailed in Section II the re-
quired resolution is 100 ms because of the temporal extent of on-
sets of non-percussive instruments. Furthermore, the locations
of the peaks can be preserved by applying zero-phase filtering.
For PS OSS, the application of an adaptive threshold (fourth
block in Fig. 7) computed using a moving median filter was
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Fig. 8. Performance of the onset detection, Precision/Recall values in % are plotted on Ordinate/Abscissa, respectively. Curves have been obtained by changing
threshold   in small steps.
TABLE III
F-MEASURES OF THE OSS, ALONG WITH THRESHOLD VALUES  
found to degrade the accuracy. This is due to the different char-
acteristic of this OSS: it is not immediately derived from the
temporal change of a signal property, but it is a time series of
confidence values at some candidate onset instants, and con-
tains more zero values than the other two OSS. Applying a
moving median leads to the removal of too many onset can-
didates. Apart from that, the adaptive thresholds compensates
changes in the strength signals due to changes in signal ampli-
tude. These changes obviously do not affect the PS OSS.
Thus, while for the peak picking in SF_OSS and F0_OSS all
blocks of the diagram in Fig. 7 are active, for PS OSS the fourth
block (adaptive threshold) was left out.
VI. RESULTS
The performance of the OSS on the main data set is shown in
the P/R-curves in Fig. 8. Fig. 8(a) shows the performance on the
complete MS as described in Table I. Regarding their optimum
F-measure, all three single OSS perform almost equally well,
which can be seen from the fact that they cross the diagonal in
the graph at almost the same point. The PS OSS achieves higher
precision values, while the SF_OSS is able to achieve higher
recall rates. This means that when a low false alarm rate is of
importance, as for example in beat tracking tasks, PS is supe-
rior to SF, which confirms the findings in [26]. Combining the
decisions of the three OSS leads to a clear improvement of the
performance. This can be seen from the large distance of the
corresponding P/R-curve in Fig. 8(a), and from the best F-mea-
sures on the main set as listed in Table III. Here, the F-measure
of the decision fusion (82.1%) improves the best single OSS
F-measure (74.1%) by 8.0%. It is important to note that the three
thresholds used in F0_OSS, SF_OSS and PS OSS for the de-
cision fusion are the ones that resulted in the best F-measure on
the main data set MS. No significant difference was observed
when these threshold values have been derived from either DS
or the data from [1]. The three threshold values were left un-
changed in the experiments conducted on the various subsets
of the data (wind instruments, Turkish instruments, etc.) and on
other data sets, in order not to present overoptimistic results for
FUSE_OSS.
All the plots in Fig. 8 were produced using a ms toler-
ance window. In Fig. 9, the F-measures are shown as a func-
tion of the tolerance value . This plot was generated using
the MS data set, and the threshold values that produced the op-
timum F-measures as listed in Table III. It can be seen that for
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Fig. 9. F/T-curve for the three OSS and the decision fusion on the MS.
bigger tolerances, PS and F0 are superior to SF, but their perfor-
mance decreases when demanding higher accuracy in time. For
PS OSS, this is due to the usage of the time median filtering in
the phase slope computation, as described in Section III-A. The
accuracy of PS OSS can be improved by using a shorter median
filter, which is possible when only hard onsets are considered.
The decision fusion results in F-measures that are clearly supe-
rior for all desired tolerance values. The decreasing F-measures
for F0_OSS for low tolerance values is caused by the uncertainty
of the pitch estimation close to the onsets. However, when con-
sidering subfigures (b) and (d) in Fig. 8 the advantages of using
a fundamental frequency estimation for onset detection can be
observed: for both wind and bowed string instruments, F0_OSS
achieves clearly improved F-measures compared to SF_OSS
and PS OSS; It is characterized by a curve that is closest to the
upper right corner in both cases. Furthermore, for both wind
and bowed string instruments the decision fusion can improve
onset detection. The best F-measures of FUSE_OSS are higher
than the best F-measures achieved with any single OSS. More-
over, FUSE_OSS improves the maximum precision. Note that
for both instrument groups, using FUSE_OSS best precision
values of more than 90% are reached. This leads to a very low
false alarm rate when missing a number of onsets is accepted,
which is typically desired in a beat tracking task as in [26]. For
percussive onsets a well-known finding is confirmed: Because
these types of onsets can be captured well from the magnitude
spectrum, SF_OSS performs very well. Nevertheless, including
also the information of the other OSS in the decision fusion
leads to further improvement of the F-measure. The marginality
of the improvement can be assigned to the bad performance of
F0_OSS on this type of instruments. It was observed that the Yin
F0 estimator had problems on these types of instruments, which
are characterized by estimation errors especially in the vicinity
of onsets.
As the data set presented in this paper contains some western
instruments and some Turkish instruments, experiments could
be conducted to judge the influence of the style of performance
on the onset detection. For this, a set of instruments was
chosen which contains only western performance styles (clar-
inet, guitar, piano, trumpet). The Turkish performance style
is represented by the instruments: kemençe (bowed string),
ney (wind instrument), ud and tanbur (both plucked string
instruments). Note that both groups contain two instrument
Fig. 10. Precision/Recall curves for the decision fusion, using western and
Turkish performance style separately.
types with percussive and two types with soft onsets. Thus, the
influence of the instrument types in this comparison is small,
as the differences affect only the instrument timbre and not the
type of onset. Decision fusion produced clearly superior results
for both western and Turkish performance style. The resulting
P/R-curves for the decision fusion are shown in Fig. 10. It can
be seen that onset detection on the Turkish instruments is much
more difficult. While similar maximum precision values can
be achieved, the curve decreases rapidly when lowering the
threshold of the detection (i.e., moving to higher recall rates).
This coincides with an observation made in the onset annota-
tion process: Turkish playing consists of many ornamentations
which are difficult to annotate. These less salient onsets appear
in the lower amplitudes of the OSS, and lead to the falloff of
the P/R-curve. This form of the curve causes a decrease of the
F-measure from 89.8% for the western instruments to 77.8%
for the Turkish instruments. This shows that not only the type
of instrument but also the style of performance affects the accu-
racy of an onset detection system. However, in order to specify
exactly how much of this decrease is caused by playing style,
comparative studies with the same instruments played in both
styles must be conducted. This decrease in the performance is
likely to be encountered in other improvised forms of music as
well, such as the folk tunes investigated in [27].
For the complex mixture files in the CMS set described in
Section II F0_OSS completely failed. This has to be expected
since the Yin algorithm has been developed for F0 estimation
from single sources. When complex mixtures are considered,
an OSS will have to be derived from a multiple F0 estimator
like the one described in [37]. On CMS, the PS and the SF
onset strength signals were compared. Results show that about
the same accuracy is obtained by using either of the two OSS.
The obtained best F-measures on the data were 78.3% for the
SF and 77.6% for the PS onset strength signals. The computed
P/R-curves did not differ significantly. A decision fusion of only
those two OSS resulted in a small improvement to an F-measure
of 80.1%. Using a decision fusion of all three OSS for the CMS
data results in an F-measure of 78.3%, i.e., the same F-mea-
sure as for SF_OSS alone. This shows that the proposed fusion
method is robust even if one OSS completely fails. The influence
of applying all subsets of OSS for decision fusion was evaluated
on MS and all separate instrument groups, and the results are
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TABLE IV
F-MEASURES WHEN USING ALL COMBINATIONS
OF OSS FOR DECISION FUSION
shown in Table IV. CMS data represents the only case in which
decision fusion using all three OSS does not improve the de-
tection performance. For all monophonic signals using all OSS
leads to the best F-measures.
The data set presented in [1] was used for experiments as well.
As this data set contains only 23 samples, it is difficult to use it
for comparison with the results obtained on single instruments
in this paper. This is because out of the 23 samples only one is
a bowed string instrument, while wind instruments are not con-
tained in this data set. It was decided to determine the average
performance using all samples, and to exclude F0_OSS in these
experiments. This is because there are seven complex mixture
files and six non-pitched instrument files, and thus the usage of
F0 on this data would be meaningless. On this data PS OSS was
slightly superior to SF_OSS in the sense of F-measure (90.4%
compared to 89.0%). A fusion of these two OSS was not found
to further improve results on this data.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper a novel phase slope based onset strength
signals (PS OSS) was introduced. PS OSS is able to reach
good performance when considering soft onsets, while high
precision values can be reached using this descriptor. The
proposed F0_OSS performs very well for soft onsets in the
sense of F-measure, but has problems for hard onsets due to
inaccuracies of the F0 estimator. Because of that, and in order
to use F0_OSS on complex mixtures as well, an appropriate
F0 estimator must be used. The decision fusion of the onset
detections derived from SF_OSS, F0_OSS and PS OSS was
shown to improve independently from the type of signal. Thus,
it constitutes a method to detect onsets from pitched musical
instruments without the necessity of choosing any signal de-
pendent parameters.
Considering the data set, it can be concluded that a diverse
data set of pitched instruments is now available for the evalu-
ation of onset detection systems. Requests can be addressed to
the first author. Comparing the best F-measures of the presented
data set using single OSS (73.3%) with the best F-measure of
90.4% achieved with a single OSS on the data set presented in
[1] it can be concluded that the data set presented in this paper
is more difficult and we expect it to be a valuable tool for re-
searchers working in this area.
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